Machine Learning in Rehabilitation Assessment for Thermal and Heart Rate Data Processing.
Multimodal signal analysis based on sophisticated noninvasive sensors, efficient communication systems, and machine learning, have a rapidly increasing range of different applications. The present paper is devoted to pattern recognition and the analysis of physiological data acquired by heart rate and thermal camera sensors during rehabilitation. A total number of 56 experimental data sets, each 40 min long, of the heart rate and breathing temperature recorded on an exercise bike have been processed to determine the fitness level and possible medical disorders. The proposed general methodology combines machine learning methods for the detection of the changing temperature ranges of the thermal camera and adaptive image processing methods to evaluate the frequency of breathing. To determine the individual temperature values, a neural network model with the sigmoidal and the probabilistic transfer function in the first and the second layers are applied. Appropriate statistical methods are then used to find the correspondence between the exercise activity and selected physiological functions. The evaluated mean delay of 21 s of the heart rate drop related to the change of the activity level corresponds to results obtained in real cycling conditions. Further results include the average value of the change of the breathing temperature (167 s) and breathing frequency (49 s).